
 
 

   

Daily Action Plan 
 

Daily Action Plan  

Player Development Executives and Casino Hosts can easily: 

 Monitor premium players 

 Identify active and inactive guests 

 Create strategies to drive trips and increase play 

 Focus on players with High Potential 

 See how they are pacing for goal achievement 

Each casino host receives a customized Daily Action Plan each and every day! 

Each and every day, the casino host knows exactly where they stand against their goals! 

 

 

 

 

In the context of their results, Hosts can quickly place relevant phone calls to congratulate the winners, 

commiserate with the losers, celebrate with the birthday players, and invite back valuable players who 

have not been on property. 

Rather than wasting time, hunting and pecking through disparate computer programs to find the 

information they need, the host uses their daily action plan as a roadmap on which players to contact 

today.  Harvest Trends tells the host which coded players need to be contacted because they are ahead 

or behind their relevant goals in terms of play, trips and expenses. The host has a context for each call!  

http://www.harvesttrends.com
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Management can quickly: 

• See whether guests are appropriately coded amongst hosts 

• Identify valuable guests who are not coded but should be 

• Set and manage host goals for Acquisition, Retention and Re-Activation 

• Pinpoint potential issues and proactively address them before they become problems 

• View frequency, recency and profitability by host, market, gender, and other metrics 
 

 

 

Case Study 

Clearwater Casino Resort have implemented a rolling 90 day acquisition program with great success. On 

a daily basis, the Player Development Manager allocates high potential guests to individual hosts. The 

host has 90 days to qualify the player. Because the manager is alerted to the status of a player who is 

snot pacing sufficiently, they can coach the host, or reassign the player if needed to assure success in 

activating the player before they are lost. 

 

Rapid Implementation 

 No capital outlay for hardware or software. Compatible with all source systems 

 A fixed monthly expense. No hidden costs. Includes support and web-based training 

Getting Started 

Contact Amy Hudson at 304.218.1265 or at ahudson@harvesttrends.com for a demo.

About Harvest Trends 

Harvest Trends offers powerful yet affordable solutions to casinos, resort casinos, hotels and retail outlets accessed over the 
internet as a software as a service (SaaS) for a monthly fee. Harvest TrendsTM, patron trendsTM, and HostMAPPTM are the 
registered trademarks of Harvest Trends, Inc. Learn more at http://www.harvesttrends.com 
 

"This is a very exciting time for me, I enjoy going to work every day and looking at 
my daily action plan to see what is happening with my players and hosts." 

Curtis Patnode 
Player Development Manager, Clearwater Casino Resort    
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